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Important Issues:

• Considering weather patterns and 

land/population distribution, is solar power a 

viable energy source in Wisconsin?

• While some options are possible, are they 

plausible?

• Where would energy be stored during non-

production hours?

• What economic stimuli are required to aid a 

conversion to a solar grid?

• What political policies can be enacted for a 

solar infrastructure?

• What effect would an autonomous energy 

system have in local communities?

• What is the balance between a centralized and 

decentralized framework?

Important Information:

• Wisconsin receives 4.25 peak sun hours/day

• Solar is generated as Direct Current (DC), and 

converting the current, aged electrical 

transmission structure over would to DC lines

would be cheaper, require less land area, and 

allow for a more robust network

• Approximate ratio of 2.5:1 of stored solar to 

direct use is required

• Wisconsin’s stable geologic structures could

serve as compressed air storage facilities

• 5.1% of land in Wisconsin is classified as 

Urban/Built Up
2.5% of incident radiation on 250,000 sq.miles in SW US could power entire nation

Adjusting for insolation rates and land area ratios, .5% of WI land would be needed

Adjusting for peak PV efficiency (14%), 3.5% of WI acreage could power state

• 3.5% of Wisconsin’s total land area could cover 

the entire state’s energy consumption

• The Learning Rate of PV technology is 18%

• Under the historical rates of fossil energy and 

the appropriate insolation values, PV 

technology, left unassisted, will be market-

competitive for Wisconsin in 2027

Recommendations for Implementation:

Despite the lack of overt solar efficiencies in 

Wisconsin, it can be shown that a significant 

portion of the energy consumed in the state 

could be derived from solar conversion.  

Underground caverns and mines, as well as 

existing natural gas storage facilities, could store 

excess electricity in the form of compressed air 

and be used as a more economical and 

environmentally-friendly alternative to batteries.  

By facilitating a decentralized market through the 

assistance of subsidization, rebate programs, 

and increased grants (through funneling some of 

the current $131 billion given worldwide in 

assistance for fossil fuels to renewable sources), 

intermediate and peak load powers can be 

created with comparable pricing to current 

energy systems and see immediate incorporation 

into the existing grid.  Such an autonomous 

energy infrastructure would stabilize regional 

economics and avoid the ecological follow-up 

costs of both the fossil and nuclear industries.  

Through state government assistance, solar 

energy can become feasible for even base-load 

electricity before 2027 while taking advantage of 

learning rate reductions and house an industry 

for the entire nation, increasing employment 

opportunities and creating a robust infrastructure 

of distributed generation.  While the state must 

be careful to avoid over-reliance on any one 

technology, solar energy must be included in any 

future electrical structure due to its available 

growth and guaranteed security.

Terminology:

Photovoltaic Cell (PV) – incoming light excites 

electrons which flow across a junction, loop 

through around a conductive layer, and generate 

direct current for the power grid

Solar Thermal Heating (STH) – highly reflective, 

curved surfaces focus incoming light onto a tube 

filled with molten salt or water, which in turn 

drives a turbine to generate electricity

Compressed Air Storage (CAS) – excess 

electricity generated during times of high 

production is stored as compressed air and then 

drawn upon during non-production hours to drive 

turbines

Learning Rate – rate of decline in price of a 

product for every doubling of it’s market volume

Decentralized System – energy structure 

distributed among consumers in an even manner

Centralized System – energy structure located in 

a concentrated location, with the energy 

transmitted from there 

Insolation – the rate of delivery of solar radiation 

per unit of horizontal surface 

Relevant Policies:

Volume Regulation – facilitate introduction of 

renewable energy through allocated quotas

Price Regulation – guaranteed purchase pricing, 

tax increases on fossil fuels or tax reductions on 

alternative energy as an economic incentive

Carbon Tax System/Cap & Trade Markets

Feed-in Tariffs – require utilities to accept power 

at a set rate over a certain time frame

Rebate Programs – pay consumers based on 

peak kW capabilities of a finished installation

Government Grants – improve solar powered 

technologies and efficiencies, reduce costs, and 

fund the training of those executing any 

suggested energy conversion

Subsidies – standard 30 year payoff rate, similar 

to the agriculture support system
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